
ART, FUNNY 7 MONTHS AGO

A Silly But Accurate Guide On How To Recognize
Famous Painters By Their Art (19 Pics)

Jonas Grinevičius and Mindaugas Balčiauskas

#1 If Everyone – Including The Women – Looks
Like Putin, Then It’s Van Eyck

Art history can be an incredibly complicated topic and a really tough nut to crack for anyone who hasn’t spent
years upon years learning the various intricacies and subtleties needed to master the subject.

Luckily for all art lovers who just haven’t got the time to understand all the ins and outs of art history, the
internet has provided some hilarious and easy-to-grasp tips on how to recognize the work of famous painters.
Here is a list of the funniest and most accurate advice, so that you can impress your friends and family the
next time you go to a museum or want to talk about something impressive at the dinner table. Scroll down,
upvote your favorites, and leave us a comment with your views about art, classical paintings and what you
thought of these tips.
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Jan van Eyck
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#2 If It’s Something You Saw On Your Acid Trip Last
Night, It’s Dali
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Bwahaha, never even noticed before
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#3 If Everyone Looks Like Hobos Illuminated Only
By A Dim Streetlamp, It’s Rembrandt

Salvador Dalí
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Summed up perfectly.
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Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn
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Chancey 7 months ago

This description is priceless!!!! LMAO

The person behind most of the art tips is Redditor DontTacoBoutIt. Unfortunately, their account now appears
to be dead, but Bored Panda tried reaching out to them for an interview nonetheless. The tips have seen
widespread success online, with over 8,800 upvotes and more than 1.17 million views on Imgur.

The Redditor’s explanations about how well-known artists can be recognized at a single glance are as
informative as they are blunt and funny. For example, you can know almost for sure that a painting was done
by Peter Paul Rubens if everyone’s naked and they all have very large derrières (‘butts’, the word means
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#4 If The Paintings Have Lots Of Little People In
Them But Also Have A Ton Of Crazy Bulls#%t, It’s
Bosch

‘butts’). And if everyone in a painting looks a bit like Russia’s leader Vladimir Putin, then you can bet your hat
that it’s probably Jan van Eyck’s work.

Hieronymus Bosch
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#5 If Everybody Has Some Sort Of Body
Malfunction, Then It’s Picasso
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Or the artist who draws Where's Waldo?
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#6 Lord Of The Rings Landscapes With Weird Blue
Mist And The Same Wavy-Haired Aristocratic-Nose
Madonna, It’s Da Vinci

Pablo Ruiz Picasso 
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The �rst one is literally a dickface
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Leonardo da Vinci
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My O My 7 months ago

The little boy on her lap looks so bored

So you can show off to your pals even more at your next soirée, here are some more facts to drop about
Rubens and van Eyck (besides talking about butts and Putin of course).

A Flemish painter born sometime around 1380-1390, van Eyck is known as one of the early innovators of
Early Netherlandish painting and one of the most important representatives of what’s known as Early
Northern Renaissance art. As a master painter, he was employed by John III the Pitiless, the ruler of Holland
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#7 If You See A Ballerina, It’s Degas

and Hainaut, as well as Philip the Good, the Duke of Burgundy. Van Eyck wasn’t just a painter, he also acted as
a diplomat for Philip. 
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#8 Dappled Light And Unhappy Party-Time People,
Then It’s Manet

Edgar Degas
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The upper one is lovely
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#9 If Everyone Is Beautiful, Naked, And Stacked,
It’s Michelangelo

Édouard Manet 
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I would be unhappy too if I was trying to sit on the bench and enjoy my alone time and some random
guy started hitting on me
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Michelangelo di Lodovico Buonarroti Simoni
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Kaisu 7 months ago

I don't know why my comment was down voted? I'm a queer woman myself, queer is a perfectly normal
academic word to use (there's queer studies, queer literature studies, queer �lm studies). Queer is simply
an umbrella term like the LGBT, only queer encompasses only sexualities while LGBT encompasses
gender identities as well. I'm a queer woman and I'm attracted to women. Michelangelo was a queer
man and he was attracted to men. The reason I don't use the word homosexual is because he never
speci�ed his sexuality and I don't feel comfortable assigning a speci�c sexuality for someone unless
they have speci�ed it themselves. Hopefully this clears it up for some of you 

Meanwhile, Rubens (who was also a Flemish painter) was born in 1577 and is thought to be the most
in�uential artist of the Flemish Baroque tradition. Rubens was a specialist in making portraits, landscapes,
altarpieces, and history paintings of mythological and allegorical subjects. Rubens was also a scholar and a
diplomat who was knighted by Philip IV of Spain and Charles I of England.
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#10 Dappled Light And Happy Party-Time People,
It’s Renoir

Pierre-Auguste Renoir
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Manet, after some glasses of wine
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#11 Dappled Light But No Figures, It’s Monet

Claude Monet 
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Except some of Monet has �gures
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#12 If The Images Have A Dark Background And
Everyone Has Tortured Expressions On Their Faces,
It’s Titian
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Mondrian

Piet Mondrian
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#14 If The Paintings Have Tons Of Little People In
Them But Otherwise Seem Normal, It’s Bruegel

154 Reply

Imagine being able to come up with something so simple to execute as this and convincing everyone it
is great art worth lots of money.

Pieter Bruegel the Elder
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Add a comment... POST
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Jenn Unicorn Popping 7 months ago

So... little naked people is Bosch, little clothed people is Bruegel, got it!!!
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#15 If All The Men Look Like Cow-Eyed Curly-
Haired Women, It’s Caravaggio
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#16 If Everyone In The Paintings Has Enormous
Asses, Then It’s Rubens

Michelangelo Merisi da Caravaggio
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A B C 7 months ago

These descriptions are spot-on. :D
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Sir Peter Paul Rubens
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natie marie 7 months ago

What butts have you seen? These are normal to small sized butts.
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#17 If Every Painting Is The Face Of A Uni-Browed
Woman, It’s Frida
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Frida Kahlo
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Description forgot to add that there must be monkeys present, and shadow mustaches.
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#18 If Everything Is Highly-Contrasted And Sharp,
Sort Of Bluish, And Everyone Has Gaunt Bearded
Faces, It’s El Greco
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Doménikos Theotokópoulos - El Greco ("The Greek")
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#19 If The Painting Could Easily Have A Few Chubby
Cupids Or Sheep Added (Or Already Has Them), It’s
Boucher
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56 Reply

Molly A. Block 7 months ago

Not to mention very long �ngers and manicured �nger nails.
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François Boucher

�ickerdart Report

Final score:

Add a comment... POST

39 Reply

Mimi M 7 months ago

I knew all of these except for Boucher. And yeah, the writer is accurate. Handy dandy, indeed.
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FollowJonas Grinevičius
Writer, BoredPanda staff

Jonas is a Bored Panda writer who previously worked as a world news
journalist elsewhere. After getting his bachelor's degree in Politics and
International Relations at the University of Manchester, he returned home
and graduated from Vilnius University with a master's degree in
Comparative Politics. Jonas enjoys writing articles ranging from serious
topics like politics and social issues to more lighthearted things like art,
pop culture, and nature. In his spare time, Jonas writes books and short
stories and likes to draw lighthearted illustrations...
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What do you think ?

Artist Keeps Illustrating
Everyday Life With His Wife,
And Now We Get To See
Their Baby Daughter (38
Pics)

Photographer Takes Pics Of
People In Public From 2
Perspectives And It Shows
How Easily The Media Can
Manipulate Reality

Woman Compares How Stars
Wars Characters Would Make
Co�ee And It's Hilariously
Accurate

Add a comment...

RoseTheMad 7 months ago
Here's some more, from an ex art student: If it has wavy and pronounced brushstrokes, it's probably
Van Gogh If there's lots of little people with thin "matchstick" legs it's Lowry If there's a lot of bright
hippie-like patchwork color, it's likely Gustav Klimt If it looks like an acid trip, it's Kandinsky If it looks like
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Load More Comments

Popular on Bored Panda

36 Reply

it's been painted made with individual spots/dabs of paint, it's Seurat. If it looks like someone spilt paint
everywhere, then it's Pollock. If they have no or barely visible eyebrows, it's Da Vinci.

4 Reply

Sanne H. 7 months ago

Load More Replies...

And if the painting is a landscape with snowy mountain tops and happy little (pine) trees, it's Bob
Ross.... :-)

17 Reply

Mimi 7 months ago
Spot on, lovely summaries!

9 Reply

OCDRobot 7 months ago
I read the �rst one to the tune of "It's Amore" and now I can't stop

2 Reply

Frankenfrog 7 months ago
Holy shit, I did that too!!

This Baker Has Mastered The
Art Of Decorative Macarons
And Here Are 27 Of The Best
Ones

"Blaze Is A Pure Black
Labrador Retriever, But He's A
Little Di�erent From The
Others" (27 Pics)

This Artist De�es Disability
By Drawing With Her Foot,
Here Are 30 Of Her Best
Portraits

30 Of The Funniest Posts
Shared By Parents Stuck With

People Are Using Their Free
Time To Crochet Tiny

I Want To Thank Bored Panda
For Turning My Hobby Into A
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Their Kids Couches For Their Cats Job

Here Are 20 Dogs That I
Photographed Who Are
Checking In To See How You
Are Doing In These Strange
Times

Chef Points Out What's Wrong
With The Food Industry In
America By Simply Comparing
2 Pics

Taylor Raves, 22, Logged Her
MTF Transformation Over The
Course Of Two Years, Inspired
Both Men And Women

I Captured The Wild Beauty Of
Morocco (26 Pics)

I Created 47 Moody Animal
Puns To Help You Get Through
Lockdown

I Draw One Illustration A Day
To Pass Time During
Quarantine (25 Pics)

Scientists Announce That
Probably The Largest Ozone
Layer Hole Has Closed Itself

The Most Beautiful Flower
Garden In The World Has No
Visitors For The First Time In
71 Years And I Got To Capture
It (31 Pics)

This Bird Is Called The Black-
Throated Bushtit And Yes, You
Read That Right (22 Pics)
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30 Dark Comics-Style
Illustrations From The
Frustrated Artist

30 Of The Best Parenting
Tweets Of The Month (April)

Mr. Bigglesworth, The
Hairless Bunny, Was Rescued
From Euthanasia, Now Lives
As An Instagram Star

Meet Carrot, The Cat That's
Gone Viral For Giving His
Owners Anxiety

Non-Tech-Savvy Elderly
Woman Asks Her Neighbors
For Some Books Because She's
Bored And Living Alone, They
Deliver

Amazon Is Now Selling A
1000-Piece All-White
“Impossible” Puzzle For $20
And It Looks Like A Cruel Joke

17 People Are Passing The
Time By Photoshopping Their
Cats' Faces Onto Bees

“This Isn’t CGI”: Video Of A
Real-Life Creature Known As
A Sea Angel Hovering Under
Ice In The White Sea Goes
Viral

I Visited Peru And Here Are 31
Beautiful Birds That I Found

Meet Barry The Canary, The
Bird With A Bowl Feathercut,
Who Won Over The Internet's
Hearts With His Looks

6-Month-Old Baby Survives
Coronavirus After Fighting
Heart Conditions And Lung
Problems

Apparently, These
Mesmerizing Ice Cream Tulips
Are A Thing And They're
Making People Hungry
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Daughter Replaces Family
Photos With Crayon Drawings
One By One, Parents Don't
Notice For 11 Days

Clever Street Cat Leads A
Woman To The Store And Asks
Her To Buy Him Food, She
Adopts Him

I’m Honestly Fed Up With All
The Bad News, So I Illustrated
15 Of The Best Ones About The
Coronavirus Situation

This Restaurant Is Winning
The Funny Sign Game (35 New
Pics)

Here’s How 30 People React
To A Sign On The Sidewalk
Telling Them To ‘Commence
Silly Walking’

Brazilian Atlantic Forests Host
A Diverse And Exotic Array Of
Birds, Here's What I Got From
There (34 Pics)

25 Artists Pay Respect To The
Late Gene Deitch, The
Illustrator Of Tom & Jerry And
Popeye

People Are Recreating Famous
Paintings In This Spanish
Facebook Group, And Here Are
30 Of The Best Ones

Guy To Travel Around Florida
Dressed As The Grim Reaper
To The Beaches That Opened
Prematurely
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